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Romanticism: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2010

	In this Very Short Introduction, Michael Ferber explores Romanticism during the period of its incubation, birth, and growth, covering the years roughly from 1760 to 1860. This is the only introduction to Romanticism that incorporates not only the English but the Continental movements, and not only literature but music, art, religion,...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2019 and AutoCAD LT 2019Sybex, 2018

	The world’s favorite guide to everything AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT—updated for 2019!


	Mastering AutoCAD 2019 and AutoCAD LT 2019 is the world’s all-time best-selling guide to the world’s most popular drafting software. Packed with tips, tricks, techniques, and tutorials, this guide covers every...
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Machine Translation (MIT Press Essential Knowledge series)MIT Press, 2017

	A concise, nontechnical overview of the development of machine translation, including the different approaches, evaluation issues, and major players in the industry. About the Author Thierry Poibeau is Director of


	Research at the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in Paris, Head of the LATTICE (Langues, Textes,...
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Human Impact on the Natural EnvironmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	A brand new edition of the definitive textbook on humankind’s impact on the Earth’s environment—now in full color


	This classic text explores the multitude of impacts that humans have had over time upon vegetation, animals, soils, water, landforms, and the atmosphere. It considers the ways in which climate...
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Invest Like a Guru: How to Generate Higher Returns At Reduced Risk With Value InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Adopt the investment strategy that built Warren Buffett's fortune


	Invest Like a Guru provides an invaluable resource for high-quality-focused value investing, with expert insight and practical tools for implementation. Written by the man behind GuruFocus.com, this book expands on the site's value...
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Blitzkrieg: From the Ground UpCasemate, 2017

	An examination of the German Blitzkrieg operations from Poland to Operation Barbarossa, as experienced by junior commanders and enlisted men, exploring why they were so successful.

	

	The successes of the German Blitzkrieg in 1939–41 were as surprising as they were swift. Allied...
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The Packaging Designer's Book of PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	For more than two decades, The Packaging Designer's Book of Patterns has served as an indispensable source of ideas and practical solutions for a wide range of packaging design challenges.


	This Fourth Edition offers more than 600 patterns and structural designs—more than any other book—all drawn to...
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The Savage: A NovelFSG Originals, 2017

	In the raucous and action-packed follow-up to Donnybrook, mayhem is still the order of the dayâ€•only more so


	The dollar has failed; the grid is wiped out. Walmarts are looted and homes are abandoned as common folk flee and bloodthirsty militias fight for power. In a twenty-first century America gone haywire,...
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Profit From Your Forecasting Software: A Best Practice Guide for Sales Forecasters (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Go beyond technique to master the difficult judgement calls of forecasting


	A variety of software can be used effectively to achieve accurate forecasting, but no software can replace the essential human component. You may be new to forecasting, or you may have mastered the statistical theory behind the software’s...
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iOS 10 SDK Development: Creating iPhone and iPad Apps with SwiftPragmatic Bookshelf, 2017

	
		All in on Swift! iOS 10 and Xcode 8 make it clearer than ever that Swift is Apple's language of the future. Core frameworks have been redesigned to work better with Swift, and the language itself continues to evolve quickly. iOS 10 SDK Development is the pure-Swift approach to developing for the iOS platform. This...
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Wellbeing (The Art of Living)Routledge, 2014

	The politics of wellbeing and the new science of happiness have shot up the agenda since Martin Seligman coined the phrase "positive psychology". After all, who does not want to live the good life? So ten years on, why is it that much of this otherwise welcome debate sounds like as much apple-pie - "work less", "earn...
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Distraction (The Art of Living)Routledge, 2014

	Most of us struggle with distraction every day: the familiar feeling that our attention is not quite where it should be. We feel it at work and at home and it can be frustrating and uncomfortable. But what is distraction? In his lucid, timely book, Damon Young shows that distraction is more than too many stimuli, or too little attention. It...
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